Women who participate in spontaneous screening are not at higher risk for cervical cancer than women who attend programme screening.
Up to 1995, programme screening for cervical cancer in The Netherlands was targeted at women between 35 and 54 years of age at 3-yearly intervals. Spontaneous screening in addition to programme screening was common practice. Our aim was to compare the underlying risk for cervical neoplasia for women involved in both types of screening. From the national pathological database, we retrieved all primary smears (n=693318) taken in 1994 in The Netherlands. Among the smears registered for screening purposes (39%), 79% was taken within the mass screening programme and 21% was taken for spontaneous screening. The underlying risk was studied from the detection rates of histologically confirmed severe dysplasia or worse, using a multivariate loglinear model, including age and screening history. The detection rate of at least severe dysplasia, adjusted for age and screening history, was equal for women who had a spontaneous smear and for those who had a programme smear (odds ratio (OR): 0.97; 95% Confidence Interval (CI): 0.84-1.14). In our data, women participating in spontaneous screening were not at a higher risk for cervical cancer than women who used programme screening. Therefore, all asymptomatic women in the Netherlands should follow the general guidelines for age-range and screening-interval.